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Details of Visit:

Author: Paul51
Location 2: Shropshire
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 26 Sep 2008 1pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Jan
Website: http://www.janofwhitchurch.co.uk
Phone: 07711758516

The Premises:

Nice clean family home on a private residential estate near Whitchurch. A private driveway is
screened from the road, which makes it very private and I was unaware of any interested
neighbours watching. Jan instructions on the phone are very precise and accurate.

The Lady:

Jan is a very attractive classy lady. She is a beautiful and sexy mature women mid forties, a nice
slim figure of 34b-26 36 a great body and amazing legs.

The Story:

I have seen Jan lots of times the last two years or so. Every time I look forward with anticipation to
the visit. Every time I am greeted at the door with arms around each other, followed by always deep
French kiss. Jan always wears a different sexy outfit. Today she was wearing a mini leather black
skirt, black bra stockings and high heels. Jan goes to great lengths to make her self very
presentable and just the right amount of make up, which makes her very attractive desirable. I love
following Jan up the stairs watching those legs reach her sexy bottom always in stocking and high
heels. Then into the bedroom more passionate kissing and arms around each other. Then we
undress each other like lovers, I love touching Jan?s gorgeous breast and tits always a very
welcome smooth pussy. She goes down onto her knees for the best BJ you will ever experience.

Then onto the bed for lots more kissing and arms around each other. Then I go down on her pussy
plenty of touching and oral, plenty tongue action which she genuinely seemed to enjoy. What
followed then was the best blow job I have ever had in my life. I nearly came twice which is not
something I don?t normally do. You can have sex in any position Jan loves the closeness of the
sexual act. You will tire before Jan.

I feel Jan is also a friend we talk afterwards like lost friends; she is also 100% discreet. She has a
brilliant personality and it is great to spend some quality time with a outstanding lady.
A shower is always offered afterwards
We say our goodbyes at the door with a passionate kiss and say see you soon.
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Jan is the best girl friend experience you will ever have, a classy lady who must be treated with the
greatest respect.
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